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A project to build an additional
building .ne.ar .Nicholson Pavilion ...
could be compl~ ':18 early_ as ~t~·
quarter . l987, .. said
',, Dorui Rothe.
.
.
,
senior architect· .of !)le' .faclllties "
Planning and Construction QeP!ft.:
mentofCWU; • • '·,......:··
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"It's going to be .' lovely.~ ..&ald•
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,
.
Rothe of the new additio~t~¥ r., _a~~n ~ - ·~~Cp·...-•
·Q.s ·ea,.!JI;~'.(~ .:-':~·:.t. work will begin by mid-March 1987.
1
was given approval Sept.,·,~g Jn*.'1'11i·~ ' :1i; ;,:;. '.
. · .~· .i:.
- ·~ -~~ '-;- 1
Board of Trustees meeting. ~;: ·~;1:fo{,?~.;;1J;E,du~o~:. ,pe~~ .·,:'<,
·,_ :"• . 1, . :~?,.!9ries1 ·~d facul- · amoun~ of space in Peterson Hall,
The construction contract will be;v_,Cen~. ~~~· ,.. ~'. ~ ...,,. ~
. ~~'IJCW;:f~~- would,be- . 1 wheremanyofthemcurrentlyhave
competitively bid, . and . the;. wasn'tun~s~~q~.,~tbe·. ·i oeate<t¢Uiim~tlff!~e! -~:w:~s~ : ~f~,,_ theiroffices. Rothe said thatthisexNicholson Addition Committee, first phase o(a two P~. project ·· Nicholson Pavilion."· . .::•·' ~> • . -.'-,traspacemightthenbeusedforthe·
chaired by John Gregor and made was appro:ved ·'by ' the state legls-".'," Rothe said ~t the.new building · ·.Air Force, and . Army ROTC proup of six administratlon officers1 ' lature, · ~d ;.J~lu?- :qrego~,~ chair- ~?.~ -,be wore ·: ~nv~ent; for P.E.· grams. · .... ·
faculty and staff inembers of cwu. person of the I;>epartment of-Physi--..-=" studertts-_· and faculty · member~
is hoping that work will begin by cal Educatio.n , ' Health .Education,:. because . of its location near
"The (state) legislature granted us
mid-March, 1987.
·· · ·
· and Leisure Services. ·' · .. · /' ~f ~-·: Nicholson :eavilion: He added that an amount of money to be used for
A proposal for a new facility was
Phase one is the construction of a · moving the P.E. faculty and staff to Please see Addition page 6
made 12 years ago by the ~hysical building that wo~d_be ~d f?! .E~ ~. the n~ building will free a large
~·
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. •.:.~-bi;1~i.E:c1·i~Qli~~l1~:~~~dY~to:~ome down
r

ly working on designs for the landscaping.
'I:he project, which will take about
The long-expect~ demolition of
six
weeks to complete, is being
Central Washington University's
Edison Hall is tenattvely scheduled repair ' :and;li~.:;ri~'o/t~Q!~ntially -~~~"8cad~mic ~~~. .-.:- · handled by Center Dozing of Seattle
to begin so~etime to~orrow~ · l':_':· ·· dangeroitS,~demoli~QD' is.~ -~e_.best ' ""'. . The defii:olitloh site,' located in the at an estimated cost of $67,500.
·
"' · · '
·J
· :: ~l\,\tlon. ):.-tt~..,,.~;.
~' }.southwest quadrant.of the eampus,
"While it ~more than faithfully J • Edison·) iall/ b\illtdn,")9081. was·•'t-will •be 'fencCci 'l!llld, :accofdtng to
served lts purpose. Ediso~ Hall is I .the second 'academic""'building on { Rotheor.\be'.'_ project "should not
By TIFFANY McCUTCHEON . · -"")
Staff Writer
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-:;-/ thtnk ti Is faJr to ask the
students to glue up that time.
Actuall!I the students are no!

giving up that hour because If
there was no Wellness Hour.
there trould be classes and
the students trould still not be

- able lo use u."
-Doug Adkins, physical
education professor

.'
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"ldon'tthlnkan hour a day
wlU hurt
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an!lbody· EspedalJy
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at noon. It �es more , ,
i .,
revenuefor the Pavilion. Most .-: '. '
·
people Wee to work out eorly
.
In the morning or late In the <:··; .; "i'

euentng anyway...

-Pat Lauder. !!Cnlor
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.
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Ujor an hour."

' -Annette Cook. 8Cnlor

:
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"It's a good Idea that people
of the rommunlty ewt get
their e.:erclse or whatever
·during their l unchhour.

•

• beaJuse there Is no where else
In the community that q/fers

''

thesefadllt.tes
-Joe Da.Wl!On, junior
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Al-Monty specialized for freshmen
By JUNE MAW
Staff Wrtter

Offering an ''enhanced social and
academic experience'' to 130
freshmen, the recently created
Enrichment Program in AlfordMontgomery residence hall is off to
a promising start.
The freshman-oriented program
is designed to help "ease the transl- ·
tion from high school to college,
from home to a residence hall," said
Murray Larsen, program director.
According to Larsen, the innovative
program has receiv~d support since
the beginning from "Pr~ident Garrity on down."
The primary goal of the program
is to encourage students to succeed
during their first year by providing
exposure to all the programs, clubs
and organizations, and opportunities Central has to offer.
Academic advising, specialized
study and tutoring sessions, and a
basic ~nrichment Program Curriculum ID:corpora.ting the Basic and
Breadth requirements will help
develop academic achievement.
Programs that foster the social side·
of college life are planned by the two
Activities Coordinators. These will
include faculty presentations, pizza
feeds, and trips to Leavenworth and
Boeing this month. The activities,
as well as the salaries of the Activities Coordinators,· are funded by
the additional $2 lP s~udents pay to
be in the program.
• As of now, the program has encountered no major problems or
criticisms. However, some
misunderstandings have developed

''The

freshman-

oriented

program

is

designed to help "ease
the transition from high
school to college, from
home

to

a

residence

hall."

-Murray Larsen
over the type of students accepted
into the program.
"It's ridiculous to think of this hall
as housing only the 'elite' students,"
said Larsen. ''This program was offered to all incoming freshmen and
they all had an opportunity to join.
A wide variety of students was purposely chosen to make the program
more interesting and complete."
Added Amy Reiser, former Living
Group Advisor and currently one of
the Activities Coordinators, "AlMonty isn't any different because of
this .program. We request money
and plan activities just like any·
other hall."
If this program is successful, it
may lead to specialization in other
halls. For now, the emphasis is on
fine-tuning and improving the
Enrichment Program. Said Larsen,
"We're off to a good start. Hopefully
what the students learn this year
will carry them through their college experience.''

ALFORD-MONTGOMERY - Murray Larsenfocusesjreshmen
attention towards their education.

ROTC plans changes
as enrollment picks up
By ERIC LUNDBERG
Staff Wrtter

ROTC - Colonel Richard Thompson is involved with
expansion i>lans at Peterson Hall.

With enrollment figures picking
up and the possibility of more space
and new facilities in the near future,
Central's Army and Air Force
ROTC programs look ahead with
optimism.
Colonel Richard Thompson, Air
Force ROTC, has seen a three year
upswing culminate in the ret~ of
the four-year scholarship program
to this campus. The four-year program was discontinued in 1962 due
to a ''lack of viability,'' Thompson
·said, "with diminishing returns and
a low number of students." He
thinks, however, the four-year program will be a success this time
because of current trend trackin~
that shows enough applicru:its t~keep the program going at least un- ,
til 1988, and prospective applicants
to the year 19~ 1.
,
Both ROTC programs Will receive
much needed space in Peterson Hall

when the Physical Education
Department vacates for newer
facilities in the Nicholson Addition,
possibly by September, 1987.
Major Ron Watts, of the Army
ROTC program at Central, has
recently seen enrollment on the rise
and would like to have at least 120
students in the program by spring
quarter, 60 more than currently
enrolled. A new officer is expected
by Oecember whose sole responsibility will be that of recruitment.
Watts also plans to have 50 scholarship packets available to students,
17 more than last year.
Central's Air Force ROTC also
looks for an increase in applicants,
due to the fact that the _program is
~ted among the top 15 of its kind in
the _nation. The ad'ffi°inistration
,backs both programs a& strongly as
·it, does, Colonel Thompson stated,
~use "the eadets, bring an element of stability and maturity to the
classrooms of this campus."
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. Continued from page 2

bers of the physical education staff
are not required to pay their $15
share.
This inequity in principle has
angered some paying members of
the Wellness Program. To be fair to

standing.
lri addition, why not incorporate
the wellness concept into an open
gym time for alL students andfaculty alike, from noon to 1 p. m. Production of newsletters then would
come at the cost of the department,
drawingfrom the allocated budget.

chooses to provide access to athleticfacilities in this manner. WWU
opens the gym for faculty and staff
from noon to 1 p.m. at no charge,
according to Judy Bass, coordinatorofintramuralsandsportsfacilities at Western.
Briggs, however, argues that if

facilities, then classes would have
to ~ taught during the noon hour, .
as they were prior to the inception
of the Wellness Program last fall
quarter.
Other questions should be askPlease see· Wellness page 8

everyfac~ltyandstaffmember ---------------------~-------------..
ph • I pI t
k · ·
d d

alL
should
have tO pay. No exceptions, . .
· nospecialperksforP.E.staffmembers, and no festering disgruntlement among the faculty.
By LIONEL G. CAMPOS
Another question that arises
News Editor
about the Wellness Hour fee is
Distinguished Civil .Servant
why.
Status was awarded by the CWU
"We felt that the $15.flgure was Board of Trustees to three Physi~
one that everyone could afford.·· cal Plant employees who retired
said Briggs of the membership from their positions over the
dues. In addition to paying for summer.
noon-hour instructors and proFred Masuccio retired form his
gram operating costs (publicity position as Utility Worker Lead
and newsletters), the fees have with the Grounds Department on
also been designated for new · Aug. 29 after 17 years of service
equipment acquisition, to be used to the university.
"exclusively for the Wellness
Masuccio worked in all areas of
Hour," Briggs stated.
the university grounds and more
"And this ts the only other way to recently was respon~ible for the

ys1ca

an · war ers awar ·e
upkeep of the grounds at the
President's residence.
Karl Hymas retired from his
position as Paint Leader in . the
Physical Plant Department on
June 30 after 22 years of service
to Central.
Hymas arrived at Central in
1964 as a painter and served in
the painting department
throughout his time on the staff.
· In 1981 he was promoted to
Paint Lead and served in that
capacity until his retirement.
Dale McCartney retired from
his position as Maintenance

Supervisor II in the Physical
Plant Department on June 30
after over 23 years with the
university.
McCartney came to Central in
1962 and served in various capacities in the plumbing shop and
boiler house until 1974, when he
was promoted to Plumber/Pipefitter/Steamfitter Lead. In 1979
he was further promoted to Maintenance Supervisor II with responsibility for supervision of the
Plumbing, Electrical, Boiler
House, and Metal Fabrication
. Departments.

-----------------------------------~

tatning athis
grant
(from
the than
adminiprovide
service
other
ob- . .
stration]. "
I say no. The CWU administration already recognizes the numerous advantages of having a Wellness Hour - diminished absenteeism. improved staff and faculty
health and morale. Why, then,
doesn't the administration agree to
oover the costs of the program?
The school ts certainly benefiting

Caffee Espresso
Caffee Latte
Espresso
con Panna ·

caffee Mocha

Stop in and enjoy
one of our fine
espresso offerings and
our delectable desserts.

J

sto eave
-help you work
From grade
/ ~etter, faster and
point averages to
. ' . SpendfiveminuJeswitha
. smarter
grad school appli- ·0'lWlll--~· Macintosh and walkaway with a ~----~
•
., .free bicycle
cap.
You
may
even
win
a
V.ou'
l
l
also
qualt"
fy to
Trek• 12-speed touring bike.
U
cations to preparing
win a Trek® 12-sp~ed touring
for the (gasp) real world,
bike. Just by showing up.
there's one thing that
What's more, you'll walk
stands out about higher
awaywith a free bicycle cap.
education.
And the knowledge that
The higher the educayou can dramattion, the stiffer the
\~\ ...... \ ically change
competition.
\ \wmm;w:::. the course of
But don't despair.
History. Biology. And whatever else
Apple® has two ways to make sure
you may be studying.
the competition eats your dust.
Macintosh and aTrek bike.
Just take part in a five minute
Both will do more than help you
demonstration of the Macintosh™
personal computer.
get ahead. Both will take you •'-anywhere you want to go.
You'll see how Macintosh can
®

402 N. Pearl
925-6545

b~

Enter October l - October 31

Offer restrictions and details are available at your microcomputer center. Bicycle caps availaf?le whi~e supply lasts. Trek• is a trademark of Trek Bicyc(e Cmp. © 198~ Apple
Computer, Inc.Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademar~ ofApple Computer, Inc. Macintosh ts a trademark ofMcintosh laboratory, Inc. and ts being used with
its e,xpress permission.
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Dr. Danton says the time is right for a change
Dr. Lawrence Danton has handed
in resignation as dean of Central's
school of business and economics.
effective Aug. 31, 1987.
Danton, who will be 65 when he
retires from the dean's chair, plans
to teach economics at. Central for
several years before retirement.
"Now is the right time to step
down," Daton said, "I can't think of
more favorable conditions to make
the transition.'·
Danton has headed Central's
B&E school for six years. He also
served seven years as chairman of
Central's department of economics
and business administration.

~·Danton has done a heck of a job
for the school of business and for the
university," said Central President
Donald Garrity. ·'Some people
manage to do things that really
push an institurton forward, and
Danton is that kind of person for
Central. We are going to have a h~d
time replacing .him.''
Central's B&E school, which includes departments of business administration, accounting and
economics, has achieved significant
growth in student enrollment and
faculty during Danton's tenure as
dean. The building of strong accounting and business extended

degree programs at the university's the resources for faculty developLynnwood and Normandy .Park ment, travel and research, and stucenters is another growth area dent scholarships. Danton hopes
under Danton's administration.
the B&E school will reach the $1
A major project c\.trrently under- million mark before the end of this
way for Central's B&E school is its academic year.
campaign to achieve accreditation
Danton earned a Ph.D. in
by the American·Assembly of Col- business organization and managelegiate Schools of Business. Danton ment at the University of Nebraska,
estimates three more years will be and taught at the University
necessary to complete the program. Omaha and directed its Bureau of
Danton has planned for his suc- Socio-EconomiC Research before
cessor to have adequate time to joining the Central faculty in 1967.
complete the process.
Danton has also been an officer in
The school is also in the middle of
the
CWUfoundation throughout his
a $1 million fundraising campaign
to create an endowment, to provide stay at Central.

of

Possible contamination causes evacuation of Shaw
By LIONEL G. CAMPOS

"Anytime we handle ballists which might have

News Editor

The possibility of PCB contamination from a ruptured fluorescent
light ballist, which contains oils and
tar for insulation, caused the first of
two Shaw-Smyser evacuations
Sept. 24.
George Marrs, chief electrical en. gineer {rom the Physical Plant, said
older fluorescent lights have ballists
which sometimes contain hazardous oils, commonly known as
PCBs. When an older ballist ruptures it produces a peculiar odor,
and sometimes also leaks PCBs.
Office workers in Shaw-Smyser

leaked PCB's, we treat and dispose of them as
thC?ugh they definitely are contaminated.''

-George Marrs
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
noticed the strange odor and re- were contaminated.
''Anytime we handle ballists
ported it to Campus Security. Once
the leak was located, Campus which might have leaked PCBs,"
Security evacuated the immediate Marrs said, "we treat and "dispose of _
area and notified electricians from them as though they definitely are
the Physical . Plant. Uncertain if contaminated.''
Ron Munson, Occupational Safethere was in fact any PCB contamity
Officer, said the ballists which
nation, the electricians then discontain
PCBs were used in older
posed of the materials as if they

buildings before the PCB threat was
known. "The ballists are replaced
as money becomes available or
when they burn out,'' he said. He
did say the ballists usually bum out
with no proble~s.
Smoke or steam pouring out of
the basement -windows at Shav.·Smyser resulted in another evacu- .
ation on Sept. 26.
The Ellensburg Fire Department
res~nded and confirmed a steam
pipe had broken causing steam to
shoot into the air and out the windows. Physical Plant employees
were then called to the area where
they brought matters under contr~l.

The Valley's Best Rock.
Get

SHOWTIME
WE MAKE

f,'JJ

&
MUSIC TB.EVISION

In Stereo for For 1 Low Price
$17.40 On Campus
$28.35 Off Campus
Call Today For $10 Hook-Up Fee and Save $17

•••

•

1ng Vid eoca ble
11 05 E. 10th Street

925-6106
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CFE holds new opportunities for students
By NICK BEAUMONT
Staff Writer

How many students know how to
gain some practical experience in
thier field of study while still here at
Central? Are students aware CWU
has a program which can help find
employers offering internships
which get them experience, as well
as possibly land a job upon graduation? The way to the future may be
behind the doors of Central' s

AdditionContinued from page 1

Cooperative Field Experience pro- students "achance to get better
gram.
career direction," Reed says.
The CFE program offers to all
The CFE is an educational and
students the opportunity to work career development program which
for a company which emphazizes has many aspects, both for students
the practical side of one's major, and employers. The general reprovideiint the student with real- quirement of the CFE is students be
world experience, and perhaps in good acacemic standing, and be
later, full-time employment. making normal progress toward a
Located in Barge Hall, room 307, degree.
the CFE is directed by Dr. Gerry
CFE provides students with a
Reed. He says the program has an- means to join theory from the
nually helped over 400 students classrooms with practical applicameet employers. CFE allows tion, which makes for better and
students to basically go ''exploring more complete learning, and helps
and testing career fields" while pro- to define career possibilities in one's
viding financial, academic, and major.
practical gains. The CFE gives
Other CFE benefits include im-

Bits 'n

proved interest and motivation in
one's field, earnings which help
with college costs, enhanced skills
in human relations, broader
knowledge of career opportunities,
and special training which cannot
be found on campus. The internships let students build confidence
in professional ability and offer
breaks from academic routine.
Employers who are involved with
CFE include larege and small firms,
ranging from construction and
manufacturing companie_s to
Weyerhaeuser, The Bon, Nordstrom's.and Fluke Manufacturing.
City, county, state, and Federal
Agencies are also involved.

Pieces-------~--

Holiday tour planned
Central is sponsoring a Dec.
14-27 Mayan holiday tour tQ
Mexico and Guatemala. CWU antropologist William Smith will
lead tours to the pyramids at
Teotihuacan, inside Mexico
City's Naional Museum of An-

thropology, and at the historical
ruins of Tikal.
Academic credit is available
through special arrangement
with Dr. Smith and the cost of the
tour is $2,045 per person. Those
interested may contact Central's
Extended University Programs
in Barge 301

Meeting cancelled
Central has cancelled an Oct.
11 conference in Ellensburg on
citizens' rights and· the first
amendment. A lack of registered
participants was the reason for
cancellation· cited by sociology
professor David Kaufman, the
conference chairman.
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HOMECOMING
EVENT

DATE
the disabled. The current pool area
will be converted into a dance
studio, with separate locker facil- .
itJes for the dancers.

TIME

I
I

COST

SPONSOR

SUB PIT
Dave Anderson, Comedy
A SC WU
Oct. 13
12:00 noon
Monday,
=§=
__T_ue_sda--y-.-O-ct-.-1-4_ _ _ _N_ew_co_me
__
_
rs-B-ro_t_h-er_s_ _ _ _ _1_2_:00--no-o_n
_ _ _S_U_B_P_f_T_ _ _
A_,s..c"""wu
_________

""ii=
=

Friday,

Oct. 17 ·

$15

Turtle Races
Turtle Race Finals

12:00 noon
B:OOp.m.

Toilet Races
A.S.C.W.U. Movie
"The Wise Guys"

12:00 noon
7:00p.m.. &
9:00 p.m..

Donna Rae Davidson &
Vanda Michael, Comedy

12:00 noon

SUB PIT

ASCWU

MAJOR HOMECOMING
ENTERTAINMENT
starring: ROBIN WILLIAMS

B:OOp.~

Nie Pav.

ASCWU

$15.00

Fun Run Registration

8:30 a.m..

Middle
School

Univ. Rec.

$3.50
(includes
T-shirt)

1st&
Pearl
1st&
Pearl

Univ. Rec.

Saturday, Oct. 18

llSIAICH PAPllS

· SUBPIT
TBA

Barto Mall
SUB
. Theater

per team
Univ. Rec.
ASCWU

Morgan

HOMECOMING FUN RUN

10:00 a.m..

HOMECOMING PARADE
Grand Marshall:
Bob Clem, Comedian

10:15 a.m..

$1.00

Alumni Affairs
ASCWU&RHC

Jerrol's

16,278 to choose from -all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

•Nil sq"q;,~,~J;;~~~2

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Chinese & American
Restaurant
10% Discount For College
Students
Lunch Buffet Every
Wednesday & Sunday
$3.80
Dinner Special $4.85

JUDGING OF PARADE FLOATS 10:15 a.m..

Bookstore
Tomlinson

Alumni AJfairs

PARADE AND RESIDENCE HALL 1:30 p.m..
BANNER AWARDS PRESENTATION
FOOTBALL GAME
2:00p.m..
c. w. U. vs. Lewis and Clark
(Special Alumni seating at game}
During
Resident Hall Spirit Competition
game
Half Time Show Featuring
During
C. W.U. Marching Band and
game
visiting High Schools'
5:30 Social
HOMECOMING BANQUET
6:30 Dinner

Football
Field

Alumni Affairs

HOMECOMING DANCE
WI ..Boys
will be Boys"

ORDER TO GO
925-2181

PLACE

I

Minor revisions are also being
made to existing offices in Nicholson Pavilion, said Rothe. Walls will
be painted ·and some partitions
· removed.
Doudna, Williams, and Weber
Architects of Yakima, which is
designing the new facility, has built
a model of the building, which has
been approved by the Board of
Trustees. Rothe said that this model
will be on display in the campu8
library in several weeks.

Corner Of Main & 2nd

~6

Sunday,

!if

Oct. 19

SEAHA WK GAME
Televised over the
C. W. U. Bigscreen

Tomlinson
Football
Field
Football
Field

Football
Field

c.w.u.
Athletics
Athletics &
C. W. U. Cheer·
leaders
c. W. U. Music
Dept

SUB
Fountain

Alumni

Room

AJfairs

9:00 p.m..

SUB
BaUroom

ASCWU&
RHC

1:00 p.m..

Ballroom

83.50
General

Sl.00
Students

$9;00
per person
$2.00
per person

SUB
Univ. Rec.

Laughtracks ... the Central Connection
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CHOW l'IME - Studentsfrom CWU converge on tables loaded
with food provided by local merchants and served by the
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Central administration.

Board charges interest on emergency loans
By ERIC LUNDBERG
Staff Writer

Action was taken to allow the
charging of six percent interest on
previously interest free short-term
emergency student loans in a

meeting of Central's Board of
Trustees, Sept. 29.
David Lee, director of Financial
Aid, said the money generated by
the interest collected will go to increasing_ the amount in funds

LEARN TO
FLY

students currently draw from.
"Last year we had about 100 applicants for emergency funds per
quarter, and the funds were close to
depletion,'' Lee said.
In other business, the board approved a 1987-89 operating budget
request of $94.5 million, and a
budget request of $34. 7 million for
the major renovations of buildings.
Central's top request of nearly
$6.9 million is to increase faculty
and administrative salaries, bringing them closer to salary levels at

comparable institutions in other
states.
The university's 1987~89
operating budget request includes a
$2.6 million ~er~ to i:natntcµn
the· university's "current operating
level,'' according to CWU analysts.
The proposal also contains six
"enhancement package" proposals
for improving and expanding student programs, requested by. the
governor's office, totalling $17.8
million.

Biennial Flight Reviews
Aircraft Maintenance
Aircraft Rental

15 YEARS OF
PROF·ESSIONAL
FLIGHT
TRAINING·

-private
·commercial
-instrument
-instructor

VALLEY
AVIATION

·BODY WAVES ·
·CREATIVE HAffiCUTS
·SEBASTIAN PRODUCTS

LOW RATES - CALL AND COMPARE

'Evenings by appointment)

Behind Jaguars in the 1888 Bldg 925-3159

c>

1} {t i}

¢

~ 1} ~ ~ ~ -fr ~- i} 1I ¢

·-----------------~-,
I

1BUY ONE GOLDFISH . ~~~
:GET .O NEFREE

! ,!

Call: Keith at 925-5201 or John at 925-1843

1ELLENSBURG

FEED & SEED

Located at: JKD Airstrip - Four miles east of Ellensburg
on Squaw Creek Rd. off Mountain View Rd.

: 1442 Cascade Way925 _
I coupon good thru

l 0/15/86

:
,

~F~\\

~ .:,· ~

143 ~~

~1

:
1

L - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - ·- - - - - .J
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Camp good for cadets
Sixteen Central Washington University cadets are back on campus
after completing the Army Reserve
Officers Training Corps advanced
camp at Fort Lewis, according to
Maj. Ron Watts, CWU detachment
commander.
Cadets usually attend camp,
which lasts six weeks, between
their junior and senior years.
··eadets put the theories they
learn in the classroom into practice
at advanced camp," said Capt.
John Straton, Central's Army
ROTC enrollment officer. "Our
cadets meet the challenges of Army
life there, in a tactical or field environment.''
In addition, 15 CWU cadets attended basic camp at Fort Knox .
.. Successfully completing basic
camp prepares students to enter the
Army ROTC two-year program,"
Watts said. The program is designed for community college graduates
and other students who did not participate in Army ROTC during their
first two years of college, he added
Students receive pa}'.' and travel
expenses for attending the six-week
basic camp and may enroll in the
advanced course when they return
to school if th~y m~t .entrance requirements.
..Basic camp is a way for the
students to get a taste of the Army
and ROTC, to see if they like it with
no obligation," Watts said.
Not all cadets in the program plan
to go on active duty once they
graduate from Central. Many intend

Observer:

An all night

act~vity

"Basic camp is a way

for cadets to get a taste·
of the army.''
-Major Ron Watts
to stay in Washington and join an
Army Reserve unit near their home.
The Guaranteed Reserve Forces Duty Program is designed for cadets
interested solely in obtaining a commission in the Army Reserve or National Guard.

WellnessContinued from page 4
ed. Why is the .. new equipment"
to be used exclusivelyfor Wellness
Hour patrons? Is there a good reason why tuition-paying students,
who are also interested in "wellnt:?ss, '' cannot use this equipment?
Is there any substantive dtjference between instruction costsfor
the Wellness Hour and regular
student instruction? If not, why
would there be any extra charge
for the Wellness Program
patrons?
Which brings us back to the
main point: If the administration
sees the obvious advantages of
having a Wellness Hour, why
doesn't it, in the interests of diminished absenteeism and the
health and morale offaculty and
staff, underwrite the costs of the
program? After all, isn't a healthy
university a happy university?

r-------------------,
Prilftstop
............
..
°""""°'°''~

1

~m•

B

. . ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I In the Yakima Mall
I
25% OFF
I Posters and prints
I
of your choice.
I
Oct. l 0 - 17
.I
Framing does not apply

1
I
I .
I
I
I
I

------------rGREAT PHOTOS IN A~l
SAME DAY
L

limit: One coupon per customer.

DEVELOP AND PRINT
C-41 PROCESS

I
II

IN BY 1:00 P.M.

3x5
SATIN
COLOR
PRINTS

NO
LIMIT
368

*DISC

OVER-NIGHT
369

DELIVERY

II

STAY CLEAR - Edison Hall has outlived its usefulness and
now faces demolition. The wrecking ball is due to strike
anyday.

ACCOUNTING
MAJORS
Do You Know Us?
• We conduct audits at most of the Fortune 500
companies.
• We employ 4,000 professional auditors.
•We issue over 50,000 audit reports annually.
• We have 420 field offices throughout !he United States
. and overseas.
•We have our own technical training institute where 'over
3,000 auditors receive training annually.
• We use state-of-the-art microcomputers and software
programs in audit applications.
,
• We are the largest audit agency in the Executive Branch
of the Federal Government.
•We saved the government some $7.5 billion in 1984
or about $48 for every dollar spent.
• We hire over 500 auditors and auditor trainees annually
for our expanding work force.
•We offer:
Meaningful responsibility
Professional training
CPA coaching courses

Diversified experience
Career ladder promotions
Flexible work schedules

We are the Defense ·
Contract Audit Agency
Our representative will be on campus on October 15.
Contact your Placement Office to sign up for an interview.

I

Coupon Must Accompany Order I Cash Value 1/20th of One Cent.

DCAA is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU - President Garrity ·talces time to
talk with Central students during the Sept. 25 barbecue at the

Rotary Pavilion.

OUR SlUDENT LOANS

MAKE THE GRADE.

-

Buy one Shaker Sweater at current
ticket price and receive a second of
. EQUAL VALUE or LESS ... FREE!

MAURICES
Where Fashion· Doesn't Cost A Fortune

11.6 EA~T FqURTH _
STREET, DQ~NTOWN ~LLEN~BURG

Guaranteed Student Loans for graduates
and undergraduates. No interest payments
until after graduation or withdrawal. Up to ten
years to pay back at just 83 annual percentage rate~ Payments as low as $50 per month.
Ask your school's financial aid office for
an application and details. Or call the friend
of the family at (206) 464-4767. We're out to
make your education more affordable .
*T~is

rate does not necessarily apply to students with existing loans.

Washington Mutual QUU
"The friend of the family

~=~hi:.,"r;>;,~utua1sav1ngseank
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SCENE
'Laughtracks' .

·.

'Mork'To Land In Ellensburg_
By LORl WILLIAMS
StaffWrtter

·

HOMECOMING
ACTIVITIES

"Laughtr-~cks .. ·.. the Central
Connection" is the perfect theme for
Homecoming 1986, as the King of
Oct. 15 - Turtle Races @ Noon in
Comedy will reign over the
the SUB Pit.
Oct. 16 - Toilet Races ~ Noon on
festivities. The · ASCWU will host
Barto
Lawn.
Robin Williams witb his lively imOct. 17 - Robin Williams @
provisational comedy Oct. 17 at 8
Nicholson Pavilion.
p.m. After-jus~ c9mpleting his sixth
Oct. 18 - Fun Run Registration @
film, and with ~umerous other ac8:30 a.m., Morgan Middle School.
co mp lishril en ts behind him,
- Fun Run@ 10 a.m. on 1st
and
Pearl
Williams is one. of the most suc- Judging of Parade Floats @
cessful comedians of our genera10:15 a.m., Jerrol's
Bookstore.
tion..
- Parade @ 10 a.m.,
As a boy, the future comedian
downtown.
would spend hours acting out
- Football game, CWU vs.
Lewis & Clark @ Tomlinson
make-believe characters along with
Field
creating voices and sound effects.
- CWU Co-Ed Cross Country,
Much of his time was spent mimickall day @ CWU track.
ing routines of his favorite come- Homecoming Dance @ 9
dian, Jonathan Winters. From
p.m. in SUB Ballroom
- Various Hall Competitions
these early days to high school
during football game.
where he was voted "Funniest" and
jokingly "Less Likely to Succeed,"
comedy seemed to be this man's
destiny.
handle. Like so many others in the
-· -Williams was raised in Detroit un- competitive and demanding
til his father, a Ford Motor Company business of entertainment, parties,
Executive, retired and moved the alcohol and drugs began to
family to California. At that time in do~t1te. Marriage and the later
his life, Williams thought his future birili of his son Zachary helped
was in the Foreign Service and he Williams to settle down and get his
began studying political science at life into proper perspective. A
Claremont Men's College. These 600-acre ranch in Northern Califorplans came to a halt when he at- nia became his retreat from
tended an improvisation class and
became permanently sidetracked. Hollywood. This popular and
comedian's only addiction
This new desire along with a full talented
today is to performing.
schol~hip led him to Juilliard in
New York where he studied acting . Currently, Wi1J.ian:1s is intent on
with the likes of John Houseman maturing as an actor. In 1_9 80 he
made his feature film debut as the
~d .Christop~er Reev~.
title character in "Popeye." He
· ..Desptte ·the fact Williams never followed with "The World Accordgraduated from Juilliard, he decided to go out West and try out his ing to Garp," "The Survivors,"
"Moscow on the Hudscin," "The
· comedy ill nightclubs. Within six
months of arrival ·in Los Angeles, Best
of "Club
Times,"
. and . lastEven
sprillg's
release,
Paradise."
with
Williams landed a regular role on the success of his movies, Williams
the "Laugh-In" revival. rhe show feels the need to make contaCt with
was cancelled, but this rising comic a live audience. Almost eyery _night
was only at the beginning of his of his recent 23-c~ty tour he made a
journey to the top. __
free, unscheduled, improvisational
An audition for the part of an alien appearance at a local comedy club,
in an episode of "Happy Days" his way of releasing excess energy.
changed this comedian's lffe He considers these times of imforever. Williams got the part of the provisation and audien_ce contact as
outer-space creature named. Mork, fun and play.
after being asked·to sit as an alien
The future looks just as promiswould; instantly he sat on his head.
ing for this sensational one-man
"Mork and Mindy" was created
comedy act. He is scheduled to star
after the success of that "Happy
in a television film, the PBS producDays" episode. Williams' ad-libbing
tion of Saul Bellows' "Seize the
stunned· and amused everyone Day": "60 Minutes" will be featurfrom audiences to directors. His ing him in a fall season segment,
outrageous improvisations led to and his touring concert show will be
the sertpt reading "Mork does his filmed for HBO. Williams also has
own thing'' rather than a defined two Grammy nominations and one
dialogue. "Mork and Mindy" meant Grammy award to his credit.
instapt success for this talented
From nightclubs to feature films,
young comic.
this successful comedian has more
At 26, Williams was featured on than proven his unique talent. At
the covers of Time, Newsweek, the age of 33, Robin Williams seems
Rolling Stone, People and TV to be the definition of comedy for the
Guide, but success became hard to 1980s.

.
.
ROC k ' N ReVI•ew
COMIC GENIUS - The diverse talent of comedian Robin
Williams will grace the Central stage at Nicholson Pavilion on

•Frida-·
..iiym,•O•c•to•b•e•r•l•1-at~8~p~.•m.~-~~----!"----.

·.

·

_ .

.

c

p rot•II e 0 f. e·IQ . oun·t I,
rv's
....
'The .See·r; ·and· GTR.'.s 'GTR'

.

·By WALT HAMPTON·
Staff Write~

***

.

.

"THE SEER" by BIG COUNTRY . ·
Big Country certainly has a so~nd of their own. The Scottish
band is not hesitant to let their native folk . influences shine
through.
·
·
The question is, are these influences natural or affected?
Regardless of the answer, "The Seer" is a good cor:itinuing
representation of their music. The first thin~ that people noticed
about Big . Country· was· that the bands guitars sounded
something like bagpipes.
·.
·
That got old fast, and they have wisely chosen to. use that sound
only occasionally on this their third album. There are a few other
gimmicks on the album that tire rather quickly, and have been
part of the sound from the first album.
All of the guitar solos, and most of the vocal melodies are strictly pentatonic scale patterns. (for a brief pentatonic scale, play the
black keys on a piano for a while). .
These patterns are used to lend a folksy flavor to the music, f?ut
after three albums, and roughly thirty_songs, it shows lack of
musical depth.
Stuart Adamson's voice is a bit strained on some cuts, but
generally hits the spot.
Please see-Review page 13

.
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So you wanna be in pict'-'res.. ..

.

a seasonal and topical format, drews and Ellen Nolan, s t a f f • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
allowing for maximum coverage of member.
''We are doing this for
A Central Yearbook is once again
people, places and events.
This huge project has been the students, SO We
coming to life after a 15-year "Everyone should appear in at least criticized by many, from faculty to sincerely hope they
slumber.
one photograph, due to our exten- students, who insist that the supThe "Hyakem" Central annual sive coverage. Residence halls, port and interest for a Central an- are as excited about a
was last publisped in 1971. The sports teams, recognized clubs and · nual is just not there, but Andrews college yearbook as
"Hyakem" has recorded Central's other organizations are only an ex- . and his staff feel differently. Recent
historical evolution from a state nor- ample of our coverage,.. claimed buying reports indicate the project we are, and make
mal school of education to a diver- Andrews.
is off to a healthy start. with several every effort to become
sifted state college. Yet. since its last
This book will also cover off- hundred sold at the pre-sale special involved in campus
publication, no annual has campus students. These students price of $18. The number of onrepresented Central's present will receive dates and times for campus sales since the quarter life at Central."
status as a state university.
photo sessions by mail. Seniors are began have not been made -Scott Andrews and
Scott Andrews, editor of this the only class which will be featured available yet.
Ellen Nolan
year's Central Annual and his staff in individual color photographs.
"The time to buy is now! By
are on a crusade to change that These photos will be free, but ordering now you are in effect reserstatistic. He and a staff of approx- packets will be available for pur- ving an annual for yourself, and we that time John Drinkwater, Director
imately 20 volunteers are working chase.
can not guarantee that extras will ,o f Stt!dent Activities, is serving as
advisor.
to make this annual a success.
"We are dciing this, for the be available after the printing," em- temporary
I(
you
are
interested
in par..We are enthusiastic about ~ring- students, so we sincerely hope they phasized. Andrews and Nolan. The
.
tlcipating
in
this
project
contact
ing the yearbook back as a Central . are as excited about a cbllege year- book can be purchased through
Scott Andrews at 963-1693. Also,
tradition and intend to produce a · book as we are, and make every ef- Oct. 17 in Mitchell Hall.
quality book,'' said Andrews.
fort to become involved in campus
The yearbook staff is seeking a members meet weekly on Tuesdays
The book, he said, will follow both life at Central," emphasized An- full-time faculty advisor, but until at 7 p.m. in the SUB Room 217.
By LYNN K. SELLERS
Scene Editor

Now Cookie Mak:i.02 Is Easier... _o·"·'·~.
0
And Prettier••• Than Ever!
0
--~-·

• Easy-to-use cookie molds
include recipes and decorating ideas.
• Choose classic or character
shapes. Perfect for birthdays,
after-school treats, parties,
cookie jars, special events.
• Receive a $2 rebate on any
classic Cookie Mold
purchased.

,J

------------'

.

i- 1ANC1 .. _,.

~·. ~

307 N. PINE · ELLENSBURG,WA 98926

PHONE: <609> 962..:5838

--:~"'\"'-:- .;.;... -~-:-
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I
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Bring

~ '

in

107 WEST 3RD

'

and
receive $1 °0 OFF
any record, tape
or compact disk.

1 rouPoN PER PERSON PER v1srT

92S-689S

:

I

this- I

~,FJcoupon

Next to Valley Cafe

~I

J)v - ..(1

CASH VALUE 1/20c

I·
I
I .
I·
I·
I

I

L--~-----------------------------------1

FULL SERVICE DANCE
&AEROBICS
STORE
.

'

ARTWORK - What you see is only the beginning of this local
home's unique exterior. The home is on First Street o.ff of Main.

Y41~1~EI

.SE~RETARIAL

Leotards-Tights
Hand Weights

IN THE PLAZA

925-9225

222 E. 4th

POSTERS & GAMES·

SIIAPm0\s

SERl]CE

•Professional Word Processing•
•Letters of ·Application•

•Resumes•
•Placement Files•

~erm

Papers•

-

-Theses•

•Quality Photocopies•

•Audio Tape Transcription•

.

.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

.
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ASCWU
The Official Newsletter of the Associated Students of Central Washington University

Mark Johnson, ASCWU President
Bringing this page .t o you, is The ASCWU Communications Crew.
Ken, Cindy, and Rob

Welcome Back!

Come Join A Committee

Dear friends, ,
Welcome bock for another fun filled year of learning at this
outstanding institution of higher education. ~ hope that each of you hod a
productive and r~laxing summer.
·
This year your student government wi-11 be working harder than ever
to ins.ure you a rewording experience. Some . of the projects we are
persuing include the completion of the Faculty Evaluations service,
better utilization of our Student Union Building, production of the
school's yearbook, and exploring the possibility of extending Nicholson
Pavilion's operating hours.
If you feel there is a problem on campus, or a program that should be
offered, I encourage you to call or stop by our office located in room 214
of the SUB.
Remember, we are your employees and you pay our salaries, so put
us to work for you and get your monies worth out of your Service and
Activities fees.
I'm looking forward to serving you.
Sincerely,

~:l::n:~ Jo-Iii

ASCWU President
963-1694

I remember when

The Associated Students of Central Washington University would like
to encourage the ~tudents of Central to gef involved. T.t~e ASCWU
sponsored University Committees -are designed to serve the student's
needs as well as to provide the opprotunity for some students, who wish
to serve on these committees, the chance to learn how such formal
proceedings operate.
Most of the University Committees hav·e faculty members or
administrators facilitating the decisions of the student members. In
order to have on active committee, we would like to encourage students
to see what the ASCWU hos to offer.
The ASCWU sponsors over 20 committees on campus. These
committees cover a broad range of issues that ore a part of University,
as well as everyday life. In order for you to get on idea of the diverse
committees there are, here ore just a few. The Academic Appeals Boord
and Academic Standing Committee, The Affirmative Action Advisory
Council and Affirmative Action Grievance Committee, The Athletics
Board, The Campus Judicial Council, The Parking and Traffic Committee,
The Parking Violation Appeals Board, and The Samuelson Union Board.
There ore many more to cater to the student's needs and interests.
If you are interested in applying to serve on a University Committee or
would just like to learn more about them, call the ASCWU at 963-1694, or
if you would like to see a complete list of the many committees on
campus, stop by the ASCWU office in SUB room 214.

• • •

Carolyn Carver, ASCWU Secretory and Mork Johnson, ASCWU President

CWU YEARBOOK
SALE ENDS FRIDAY OCTOBER 1lTH

$20.00
BUY YOURS TODAY IN MITCHELL HALL

ASCWU Goes Hi-Tech
The ASCWU hos just purchased a new IBM-XT Personal Computer.
Over the next few weeks, the computer will take the place of stocks of
paper work and student government files. This wiil make a faster and
more efficient BOD in the area of information processing and
production. Thus benifiting the student's seeking information or
assistance
Sponsored

by

your

ASCWU.

{this

is

a

paid

advertisement)
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Review
Continued from page 10
Some good things about the album: Adamsem's lyrics are good.
He's still writing a lot of sentimental, innocent Scotland-and-thebonnie-lass-on-the-hillside songs, but at least they are well written.
As always, the rhythm section of Mark Brzezicki(drums), and
Tony Butler(bass) is tight, creative, and soliQ.. The guitar work on
the album is very good, with the exception of the aforementioned
solos.
The problem I see with Big Country is that they, like so many
other sentiment-rock bands, have created a set of their own
musical cliches which they can't seem to break free of.
If they can plow some new ground, I see big things for Big Country, but if they can't, I see about two more albums, and· a disappointing end to a band with a lot of potential.
Tunes to watch for on this album: "Look Away", (already a
hit), "One Great Thing", "Hold the Heart", and "Remembrance
Day".
Good album. lads.

*

"GTR" by GTR
You've got three chances to guess who GTR sounds like.
Peter, Paul and Mary? Nope.
The Plasmatics? Almost, but not quite.
Now you've only get one more, so we'll save it for the end of the
review.
GTR's first album has three basic strong points, namely: Steve
Howe, Steve Hackett, and Max Bacon. But the album's big push
is the two guitar format with Howe and. Hackett.
Steve Howe played for the old Yes, and for Asia's first two
albums. Hackett is a former member of Genesis.
Howe's ability as a soloist is beyond question. He is always
tasteful, accurate, arid unique. The problem is that we don't hear
enough of him on this album. I guess maybe I just got used to him
doing twenty-minute improvised solos with Yes, rather than an
··occasional four bar lead with Asia or GTR.
Hackett is also good on this album, but in view of Howe's uni. que style and consummate technique, he seems like kind of a
hacker, (no pun intended).
Tbe contrast of the two guitarists is a good premise for an
album, but it never quite comes off because 1) neither of the
guitarists get much room to stretch out, and 2) their guitar sound
is so similar that it's not easy to keep track of who's who.
The exception to this problem is that Howe and Hackett both
have an instrumental feature on the album.
The other members of the band perform adequately, but in the
shadow of Hackett and Howe.
Jonathan Mover, the drummer, (oops, percussionist) manages
to sound almost exactly like Carl Palmer of Asia. Mover's is an
uneventful, but solid performance.
The bassist, Phil Spalding also does nothing noteworthy. Max
Bacon, the lead vocalist, thankfully breaks the monotony here.
Bacon has a good, high voice, but the vocal parts are so square
and predictable that we don't get to hear much of what he can do.

By now you're probably saying that I've yet to produce a good
reason for giving this album only one star. Well, here we go.
I The album is produced by Geoff Downes (keyboardist for Asia),
and he seems to have brought Asia's biggest weaknesses with
him.

year after year,
quarter after quarter,
Fidelity Union Life offers the most accepted,
most popular life insurance program on campuses
all over America.
...····
··· ....\:

The album has an over-reverbed, washy mix, and,- well, we'll
get to the other weakness in a minute. The mix is !lot always bad,
but sometimes, out of the blue, you find that you can't really hear
the guitar solo, and some insignificant riff is in your face.
However, the thing which earned this album one star (almost
single-handedly) was the lyrics.
What can I say? They are the piece de resistance of rock-lyric
travesties. Almost a work of art in their own white bread way.
Every song is so riddled with meaningless rock adages that it's hard
to tell exactly what the song is about. If it wasn't for the titles, we'd
have no chance.
Well, how about your third guess? Ricky Skaggs? You just keep trying.
If you guessed correctly, you won a free trip to Asia, tee-hee.
This album is not as bad as it could have been, but they gave it their
best shot. Lots of potential here, though.
Tunes to watch for: ''When the Heart Rules the Mind,'' ''Sketches in
the Sun," "Hackett to Bits," and "Imagining."
These albums are available at Stereocraft in downtown
Ellensburg.
Key:

. * * * * * - Buy atfullprtce
** ** ** * -- Tape
Wattfor a sale
itfrom afriend
** * -- Talce
Catch it on the radio
your chances

The Observer:

DOn 't leave home
without it

All of our cosmetologists
have had advanced training

at the
Gene Juarez
Advanced Training Center
925-HAIR

·Big John's
Drive-In·
.specializing in the
Big John Burger

Find out ~hy.

"A MEAL IN ITSi:u:"

Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:

Sunday - Thursday, 11 a.m.-12 a.m.
Friday & Saturday, 11 a.m.-1 a.m.

--- · -~riooi!nr ~nicr: u~
708 E. 8TH AVENUE, IN THE PLAZA
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

LOU SAVIDGE
Marketing Representative
Life & Health

Bus : (509) 962-5793
Res : (509) 925-5991

925-5900

925-6193

WE DELIVER NOON TILL CLOSE
908 EAST 10th

"

.
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Club Garner
A weekly review of campus sponsored
student clubs and organizations
By JUDY KIRK
Staff Writer

Throughout the Fall quarter, Club
Corner will attempt to cover all 15
ASCWU recognized clubs and keep
you updated on new ones as they
are approved. Of the 15, 11 received
early recognition spring quarter:
Administrative Management Society, Alpha Phi Sigma, Alpha Kappa
Psi, Campus Ambassadors, Food
Science and Nutrition, Public Relations Student Society of America,
Ranger Club, Spotlight Drama
Club, Student Association of
Fashion Designers, Student
Reading Council and Student
Educational Rights Caucus. The
other four, recognized this quarter,
are: Society of Physics Students, Phi
Beta -Lamda, Campus Crusade for
Christ and the Marketing Club.
To become an official ASCWU
club or organization a representative must complete and file a
recognition form and an updated
copy of the club's constitution with
the Scheduling Center in the SUB.
Then an appointment must be
made to appear before the ASCWU
Board of Directors, according to
Staci Layman of the Scheduling
Center.

Official recognition benefits clubs,
Wednesday evenings at 7 p.m. in
entitling them to many ASCWU serSUB Room 104 for fellowship,
vices. Each club receives a Schedulprayer, worship and teaching. Biing Center mailbox, eight free
ble studies are conducted
meeting rooms per month and one
throughout the week. with Frifree large meeting place per month,
day evenings culminating in fun
such as the SUB Theatre or McConactivities. .
nell Auditorium, if no admission is
charged. Also, charges can be billed • The Public Relations Student
through the Scheduling Center for
Society of America is for
services at the Media Productions
"anybody geared toward comLab, Duplicating Services, Universimunications, marketing or
ty Bookstore, Mail Services, Central
business,'' according to Brenda
Office Supply and Food Services.
Berube, president. "It's a good
Easels and sign posting privileges
way to make connections in your
are provided, along with a table renfield. which in the long run will
ting service for money-making venhelp you get a job. And it looks
tures. ·
nice on your resume to belong to
This week's featured three are
an organization like this.'' Other
Campus Ambassadors, Public Relaofficers include Vice-President
tions Student-Society _of Amenca. ·
Hal Hooper and National Liaison
and Phi Beta Lambda.
Daisy Steele.
• Campus Ambassadors (CA), a
national non-denominational
Up-coming events for the
student ministry, is involved in
organization include the PR
the teaching and sharing of
Primer on Oct. 24 in Seattle and
Christian relationships, with
the National PRSSA Convention
both the non-committed and
in Washington, D.C., in
committed Christians. This
November.
year's officers are: Rick Steele.
president; Neil Sautter, viceLater this year, four or five
president; and Andrea Leveen,
members
will compete on a nasecretary/treasurer. CA meets

tional level in the ·hands-on
Bateman case study.
Wednesday night meetings are
at 6 p.m. in SUB 204/205. This
quarter's meetings will feature
speakers to fit a wide variety of
members' interests, from radio
public relations to corporate
communications.
• Phi Beta Lambda is oriented
toward leadership in business
and business education fields.
Plans for this year's activities include fund-raising · events and
field trips to some of this state's
major corporations, iricluding
John Fluke's in Everett and a
·possible visit to Boeing's public
reiattons office. This year's state
business leadership competition
may be in Vancouver. Wash.,
and the national competition in
Anaheim, Calif.
Club officers for the 1986-1987
year are President Tony Dulley,
Vice-President Stephen Smith,
Public Relations Coordinator
Dave Schultz and Treasurer
Bruce Russell. Weekly meetings
are Thursday evenings at 6 p.m.
in SUB 204/205.

HERE'S
AT YOU KID,
IN THE YEARBOOK
.

.

·..

..

.•

~

.

RESERVE YOUR
YEARBOOK TODAY
SALE ENDS NEXT FRIDAY
OCTOBER 17
;1 .

PRICE $20.00
PAY CASHIERS ·AT MITCHELL ·H AJJ,
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CALENDAR

-qct. 13·

'lbursday, Oct. 9

~onday,

DCUrbston~Hair and Fashion Show from 12 - 1 p.m. in the
SUB Pit sponsored by Salon Zuchi's in conjunction with
Maurtce's Clothing Store.
·

DMeeting-Circle K Club, 5:30 p.m. in the SUB Teanaway
Room 104, first Monday of each month. For club's weekly activities call Bonnie ·Elkington at 925-5860.

D Lecture/Discussion-Biology Seminar entitled, ''The
Yakima River Form, Flow and Function.'' Weekly lectures Wm
be held throughout the quarter on Thursday evenings at 7 :30
p.m. in Dean Hall, Room 102.
·

Sarah Spurgeon Gallery located in Randall Hall. Hours are 8

DArt Exhibit-Master's Thesis show by Judy L~den at the
· a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. ·

~esday,

Friday, Oct. 10
DC.Onvention-American Choral Directors meet all day in
Hertz Recital Hall.

Saturday, Oct. 1 J.. ·

Page 15
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DMeeting-Education Orientation from 3 - 4 p.m. in Black
Hall, Room 101.
OMovie-.-"Wise Guys," sponsored by the ASCWU at 3 pm
(tentative) in the SUB Theatre
· ·
DMeeting-Students Against Multiple Sclerosis (S.A.M.S.) is
available from 1 - 5 p.m. in the SUB, Room 118. For more information call 963-1415 or.963-1524.

DBicycle Tour-Manastash Metric 103-K. Begins at 10 ·a .m.
Registration is from 8 - 9:50 a.m. at the comer of 2nd and Pearl
Streets. Entry-fee is $4 for students, $6 for non-students and $8
for . those with tandems. For more information call Glenn
Bandy at 925-3030.
DFootball Game-Central Wildcats take on Western Washington University at Western. Game time is 1:30 p.m.
DCross C.Ountry-CWU Co-Ed Cross Country Meet is all day
at Pacific Lutheran University.

Wednesday, Oct. 15
DHomecoming-Turtle Race at 12 noon in the SUB Pit.
DMeeting-Education Orientation from 3 - 4 p.m.
Hall, Room 101.

m Black

D Meeting-Public Relations Student Society of America
(PRSSA), meets in SUB Room 204/205.
D Meeting-Students Education~ Rights Caucus· (S.E.R.C.).

Sunday, Oct. 12
DFootball Game-Seahawk Football Game on Big Screen TY.
1 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
·
'
DClassic Film-"Le Bal," a French film, will be shown at 7
p.m. in McConnell Auditorium. Ad.mis.sion is $2 per show or
$10 for a series pass.

. D ContestThe
Campus
·. Network's National College
Televison is sponsoring a contest for
D Library Tours- General Library DC.Ompetition- The Ellensburg· its .viewers. Students must watch ·
. to~ are ay~able for new .students· Arts Commission is hosting a NCTV. in order to answer three
and fac~ty. The tours meet at the _!:>roadside competition for · questionslistedonthecontestentry
card catalog on the first floor and Washington poets and writers living ·form that relates to the programs.
last approximately 50 minutes. The east of the Cascades. Winners will Locally· NCTV can be seen on
n~xt ·available tours will be on receive three -copies of the Ellensburg·s Community TV,
Ff:iday, Oct. 10 at 3 p.111., Monday, broadside, plus a $25 cash award. . KCWU Channel 2 ~very night from
.Oct.. 13 at4 p.m: and Tuesday, Oct. Writers who are interested in 1'? p.m. - 12 a..m. ~ntry forms can
14 at 4 p.m.
submitting work to the contest may ·be obtained by writing to NCTV.
send a self-addressed, stamped SWEEPSTAKES/CAMPUS .
envelope for contest guidelines· to · NETWORK, .114FifthAvenue.New
Broadside Competition, Ellensburg. York, NY ~0011. Winners will be
Arts Commission, 420 North Pearl, selected during a drawing on or
Ellensburg, WA 98926.
before Nov~ 15, 1986. Entry fotrns
can· be ttirned in locally at the SUB
from now·until"Oct. 28, 1986.

Help

Enter

Job

Enter

0 Internships- The National
College Internship Service (NCIS)
ContestThe
assists undergraduate and graduate D Poster
Alcohol/Substance
Abuse
students to obtain individually
designed internships in their major Committee of Washington State
fields during Summer 1987 and the University is coordinating a statewide poster contest in conjunction
Dec./Jan. intersession.
with National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week. Winning posters
Placements are available in New will be displayed at the Pacific
York City, Long Island and Northwest Conference on Collegiate
Westchester. For more information Alcohol and Drug Pro-blems
contact the Cooperative Field scheduled to be held' in Ellensburg
Experience Office or write to: Nov. 2 - 5. Prizes will be awarded for
National College Internship Service, first, second and third places. For
374 New York Avenue, Huntington, additional information and entry
forms contact SUB Student Service
NY 11743 (516) 549-9273.
in 116.
,

Spotlight
D Come Watch TV In The
Making!- KOMO-TV, Channel 4 of
Seattle, invites students and faculty
to Washington state colleges and
universities to take part in a unique
learning experience by joining our
live studio audience on "Northwest
Afternoon" weekdays at 2:30 p.m.
Tickets are free and can be reserved
by calling Steve Smalley, Audience
Coordinator, at (206) 443-8305
between'12 - 2 p.m.

The Observer welcomes
calendar notes from all
campus departments arid
organizations.
· Submissions should .be
made · to the· Observer
editorial ·office, · 225
Bouillon Hall, by 3 p.ni. _the
Friday before · publicatio:i1
date.
·
It's best to· provide your
notice in typewrit~en form,
So that the normal run of errors can be avoided.Please make sure that a
calendar date, as well as the
day of the week is included,
to avoid any possible confusion.
The Observer staff hopes
you will help make . the
calendar page a genuinely
usefw bulletin bOa.rd for the
university community.
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I

Frazzini's Coupon

I

1

I
. Frazzini's Coupon
I
1
I One Boftle Corona
Moosehead Beer . :
One Bottle Heineken
One Bottle Killian's I
1
1
Beer $1.50
$1.25
Beer $1.25
- ·
Red 75~
I
1
Exp 12-31.·86 One per person per day
I
Exp 12-31-86 One per person per day
I
Exp 12-31-86 One per person per day
I
Exp 12-31-86 One per person per day
_I
·----------~------------------------~----~

1

- Frazzini's Coupori

Frazzini's Coupon

Frazzini's Welcomes Students
NEW
HAPPY
HOURS

1. New Hours: 11 :00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m., 7 days a week.

DELIVERY - OPEN TO CLOSE DAILY

Beer Times:
3 p.m. to 5 p.m . .
9 p.m. to 11 p.m.

2. Fast, free, guaranteed pizza delivery
(Medium and Large)
3. New: LARGE SALAD BAR

' Now serving a new
selection of beers in
pitchers or bottles:

pizza
place

4. Cate·ring,
accomodations.

CORONA
MOOSE HEAD
HEIN EKE~
HEINEKEN DARK
WATNEY'S ALE
KILLIAN'S RED
BUD
BUD LIGH'f.
RAINIER

The Best Pizza in Town
In The Plaza

. 925-9855

banquet

and

meeting

5. The best all you can eat pizza parties.
details.

room

Call for

6. We accept any current coupons from any Ellensburg
pizza restaurant.
7. Discounts on pizza orders of 5 9r more.

·-------------------------------r---------1

Frazzini's Coupon

I
I

SUB Games Room

I
I

Any Saturday

SUB Games Room

Frazzini's Coupon
·

I

Any Saturday

I
I

I
October
November
0
2 Free .Tokens
I
I
:
2 Free Tokerls
I
2 F~~:bT~kens
1
2 ;r ;;mi~kens
I
Exp 12-31-86 One per person per day
I
Exp 12-31-86 One per person per day
Exp 12-31-86 One per person per day
.. I
I , Exp 12-31-86 One per person per day
-------------------------- - -----~----------

Frazzini's - Ellel)sburg Miniature Golf - SUB Game ~oom

Silver Game Token. Specials
DAILY SPECIALS

l silver to~en - 2 tokens anytime
2 silver tokens - free pitcher of pop 7 -9 p.m.
4 silver fokens - $3° 0 off any large pizza

Ellensburg Miniature Golf

FRAZZINl'S

SUNDAY

·

12 & Under: $1° 0 off each
game.

Mon thru Thurs.

MONDAY

Spin the prize wheel after
each game.

l silver token - 2 tokens anytime
2 silver tokens - free spin· of the prize wheel

TUESDAY

Lad ies Night - Ladies golf $1 50 •
WEDNESDAY

.

Hat Night - Wear a hat a golf
for $1 50 •
•
FREE Pool.

THURSDAY
SUN · THURS

3 Free tokens with your daily
.special golf game.
A hole-in-one on hole 4 (The
Monster) wins 5 free tokens
and a free golf game.
SUB Special Penny Pool & Dime Popcorn!
Every Sunday 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

ELLENSBURG
MINIATURE
GOLF

4 silver tokens - free Ellensburg Miniature
Golf Hat

5 silver tokens - free Ellensburg Miniature
Golf T-Shirt ,

SUB

2 tokens for a silver token 7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Only one coupon per customer
or per day

All coupons expire December
31, 1986

e SWIMMING

•. SILKSCREENING
.

. . . ·RUNNING

• TEAM SPORTS

I
I
I
I.
. .

RETAIL PRICE
ANY 1 ITEM

:

----------------.....----------------------------

~

Expl231~6

- --

-

<mope'penon

-

-

-

925-2500

·

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-~ - .-

I
..J
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SPORTS
r pants on Coach, it will soon be over
,

Things have not gone as planned for the Bears thus far. The
season started with a loss to lightly regarded Boston College.
.
Calling
Cal beat Washington State the
following week, but Cougar coach
The Shots
Jim Walden took the joy out of the
< • Cal win. In the midst of a tirade
leveled at hts team, Walden said
that he didn't mind getting run
By DAN
over by tanks (a reference to the
USC's and UW's on the Cougar
<=:'::::'. schedule), but that losing to Cal
.:-.:'<"<='.'. was like getting run over by a
i\:\li\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \l l\ \ \ l\ \i \i\ l\ \ \ \ .'l\ \ .\ \ \l\ .,.\ l \)·~:·1:\ \ \ \ .\ \ \ i\ .\ \ l\i\ \ \ \ il\ \ , ''damn moped.''
In their third game, the Mopeds
The California Golden Bears en- - uh Bears - were soundly
tered the season with htgh hopes. beaten by a comparative tricycle,
Many preseason prognosticators · San Jose State. Fans and alumni
suggested that they could finally began to call for head coach Joe
break into the upper echelon of Kapp's scalp.
Last weekend, with the
the Pac-10 and even figure in the
pressure mounting, Kapp's Bears
national picture.

turned the ball over nine times in
a humiliating 50-18 loss to the
Huskies.
How ts Kapp, who was known
as a pressure quarterback in his
days at Cal and later in the NFL,
handling the situation?
Well, after the Husky game he
refused to shake Don James' hand
on the grounds that James had
run up the score by allowing a
freshman quarterback to throw a
fourth quarter touchdown pass.
Worse yet, when one of a group of
about twelve reporters asked if
maybe coaching had something to
with the Bears' problems, Kapp
responded by lowering his zipper
and inviting the reporter to examine a part of the male
anatomy.

school. When the pressure's on
and you 're faced with adversity,
that's the way to deal with it,
Coach.
Supposedly, ·one of the positive
influences of athleitcs ts that it
teaches young men to deal with
pressure and adversity. A coach
serves as a role model to his
players in this regard, and Kapp 's
sure doing a great job of it.
Ten years down the road, Cal
running back Marc Hicks will be
holding ajob, and his boss will ask
him about his lack ofproductivity.
Will Hicks follow his coach's example and lower his fly and tell
his boss to check it out?

Let's hope that Hicks and other
Cal players will have more sense,
but let's also hope that the Cal adSay it ain't so, Joe. You 're doing ministration will fire a losing
a great job of representing your coach wtth no class. See ya' Kapp.

Wildcats top Simon ·Fraser, 31-28
Warmenhoven's
4th quarter FG
provides margin
By BRIAN Z'YLSTRA
Staff Writer

Last Saturday's Colwnbia Football League game between Central
and visiting Simon Fraser was a
battle of ball control versus the big
play. Fortun~tely for Central, ball
control prevailed.
Usmg an offensive attack that
produced 26 first downs and executed 80 plays overall, the
Wildcats pulled out a 31-28 victory
before a home crowd of 2, 700.
·Senior
kicker
Craig
Wannenhoven clinched the win
with a 31-yard field goal into the
wind with 4:24 to play.
The win keeps CWU atop the CFL
Northern Division standings with a
2-0 record and improves its overall
mark to 2-1.
The Cats opened the 1986 season
with a 42-31 home loss to Linfield
Sept. 20, then bounced back one
week later with a 29-15 win at Whitworth.
The next action for CWU is Saturday, when it travels to Bellingham
for a 7 :30 p.m. game against
Western. The Vikings, 1-1 in Northern Division play and 2-1 overall,
lost a 31-27 contest to Whitworth
Saturday.
WWU's passing game is led by
quarterback Kirk Kriskovich. This
season, Kriskovich has completed
45 of95 passes for 518 yards.
John Dickinson paces the Vikings' rushing attack with 190 yards
on 53 carries.
Central displayed a very balanced
attack against the Clansmen, collecting 17 1 yards rushing and 181
passing.
This was in sharp contrast to the
Wildcats' first two gam es this
season. Agaip.st Lii:ifield., CWU

WATSON FOR SIX - Senior running back
Ed Watson is on the verge of breaking the

schools career scoring mark. He currently
stands second
the all-time list.

tallied 354 yards passing but only against Whitworth (4 completions
76 rushing. The statistics were out of 16 attempts) to complete 14
nearly reversed against the Pirates, of 27 throws, including a nine-yard
as Central compiled 282 yards on touch~own strike to Brad Torgeson
the ground and 31 through the air. · in th~ sec.:ond quarter.
One person who was impressed
Central had seven players with at
with the Wildcats' balance was Cen- least one reception, led by Mark
tral head coach Tom Parry.
Robinson'ssixcatchesfor89y~ds.
"I was glad we achieved some Torgeson added three receptions for
balance,'' Parry said after the game. 42 yards.
"Hopefully, we can achieve some
Despite the strong offensive
balance in the future."
showing, the Cats were never safe,
Running b ack Jimmie Dill- thanks to several. big plays by
ingham paced Central's ground Simon Fraser's offensive unit.
game with 85 yards on 18 carries.
Collecting 418 yards on only 55
Fullback Ed Watson was close plays, the Clansmen had three
behind, collecting 68 yards on 15 touchdowns of 40 yards or more,
totes, and two touchdowns.
plus another play for 4 7 yards.
Quarterback J im Hill bounced_ Central used its ball control game
back .. from a disappointing game to score the game's frrsttouchdown,

on

marching 61 yards in 10 plays to
paydirt. Watson capped the drlve
with a six-yard run with 6:36 left in
the
first
quarter.
Craig
Warmenhoven's PAT made the
score 7-0.
But SFU wasted little time in
responding. Faced with third-andone at his own 29, quarterback Darryn Trainor powered through the
line for the first down and proceeded to outrun the CWU defense for a
71-yard TD gallop with 5:01 left.
The Clansmen failed on their PAT
attempt, leaving Central ahead 7-6.
The Wildcats increased their advantage to 14-6 on Hill's nine-yard
Please see Win page 19
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UP AND ORVILLE - Simon
Fraser running back-Orville Lee
is swept off his feet by Charlie
Grate (46) aRcl a host of other
Wildcat tacklers.

~

$448

a~a
JOHNSON'S

HONDA

I

4'1 0 N. Main St.
Ellensburg, WA

925-3146

Destgnedfor operator use only.
Always wear a helmet and eye
protection. Read your owner's ·
manual carefully.
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/2 OFF
PUBLISHER'S -PRICE
WITH MANY TITLES
UNPER $1.
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VVin------------------------------Continued from page 17
TD toss to Torgeson and
Warmenhoven's . extra point with
9:20 left in the second quarter. Starting at SFU's 48, Central used eight
plays to break into the endzone, ineluding three completions by Hill.
Simon Fraser closed the gap to
14-12 on a two-yard scoring run by
Orville Lee with 6: 18 remaining in
the half, but a two-point run attempt by Lee was stuffed by Central's defense.
The visitors weren't quite
through with their offensive magic,
however.
With the ball on Central's 42 and
five ticks left on the clock, Trainor
lofted a bomb into the endzone

where a host of Clansmen and
Wildcats were waiting. After being
tipped, the ball found its way into
the hands of SFU's Chris Munford
for a Hail Mary touchdown.
Earl Beugelink then completed a
two-point pass to Ian McLellan, putting Simon Fraser ahead by a 20-i4
margin.
Central quickly bounced back,
opening the second half with a
10-play, 68-yard drive, capped by
Dean Bumgarner's two-yard dive
over the top with 10:39 showing in
the third quarter. Warmenhoven's
PAT put Central ahead, 21-20.
The Cats added another
touchdown when Watson reached
paydirt on a six-yard run with 23
seconds left in the third.
Warmenhoven's kick padded the

In Need ·01 Family
Planning Services?

CWU lead to 28-20.
But Simon Fraser quickly tied the
score with - guess what? - the big
play.
This time it was a 81-yard bomb
from Trainor to Doug Correa with
14:34 remaining in the game. Lee,

STEREOCRAFT~~ &l'g~~ ...

AVOID '

". THE

IOID™

·CALL
DOMINO'S

KENWOOD~

.... ....:,.....

Open for lunch
11 am - 1 am Sun. - Thurs.
11am-2am Fri. & Sar.
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KRC-2001
Cassette-Receiver:
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82'29 !M\ t·~·

Auto-rev. locking fast-wind,
max.40 watts, auto-tuning!

(List $299)
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KRC-4000
Cassette-Rec'r:- -
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(List $379)

MORE
KENWOOD KRC-434 Cass.-Rec'r.
SPECIALS!
CList S479l

8359!

KRC-636 Cass.-Rec'r.

$449!

(List $569)

KFC-1260 SPEAKERS

AIW~

SIMPLY ADVANCED

-=
...

TOP: AIWA AD-F350
Cassette Deck
(List $210)
$169!

839/pr!

~-~ ~ -~ ~~--:-~- '~

------
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lBOTTOM: AIWA AD-F990 Deck.
EVERY CONCEIVABLE
FEA.TURE!
(List $620)
$399!

PIZZA~'

-~~-- ~-~-fl. ....... 4 ... t.~"' .~A:J~

925-6941
505 N. Pine

~ ~ll ()~;Jgz

' STEREO FOR YOUR CAR

HS-G350

Meet the NOIO~· He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your p~zza cold,
or late, or he squashes
your pizza box so the
cheese gets stuck to
the top.

l>Ji:1.~~
~~ ·

''Su~me'-~End" saJ~!

CHILDREN BY CHOICE ... NOT BY CHANCE
507 Nanum, Ext. 109 962-6811

, :r~a~o: ~s~~

(SALE PRICES GOOD THROUGH OCTOBER) ·
(PRESENT STOCK ONLY.)
~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~,

Auto-rev., auto-tune, - - - - clock,lOcktng -fast-wind, etc.

*Yearly Exams
*Birth Control
*Cancer Screening
*Pregnancy Testing
*VD Testing & Treatment
*Counseling

'!7'<1.1>~4rJJ~!o11

"WELCOME BACK"
SPECIALS!!

The Kittitas County Health Department
- Offers The Following Services

who led all rushers with 102 yards
on 25 carries, tied the game with a
two-point conversion run.
CWU put the game away when
Warmenhoven drilled a 31-yard
field goal with 4:24 left, capping a
drive that used 10 plays.

•

..

A

With one call to Domino's
Pizza, you can avoid the
NOID. So when you want
hot, delicious, quality
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
call does it all!®

DOMINO'S

PIZZA

DELIVERS®
FREE.

Our drivers carry less than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
©1986 Domino's Pizza. Inc.

HS-G600
Portable Cass. Player:
5-Band Graphic Equalizer,
Dolby, rechargeable, Auto-Rev.

Portable Cass. Player:
Auto-Rev.,~3-band equalizer,
Recharg. Batteries

JUST $149!

ONLY $59!

(: TE81P.~~IFT
... where the GOOD things are affordable!

408 N. Pear~

1-,
COUPON
1
I
I
TDK.SA-90
CASSETTES: $1.99
I
(Limit 6} at
I
STEREOCRAFT
I CHh vel. 1120°
exp. 10/31/86

962-2830

r

----- ---,
coueoN

I

1 FREE RECORD RENTAL

I
I
I

I

w/ one at regular price (930)
at

STEREOCRAFT
"Home of the GOOD Stuff!" .
uah vel. 1120•

1_ - - - - - - - - -1 ,_ -

-

-

exp. 10/31/H

-

-

-

-

-

_I
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Volleyball team fights injuries, brutal schedule
said second-year coach John
LaFever.
Central opened the tourney with
a 16-18. 15-11, 15-9 ,victory over
Seattle Pacific, then dropped matcnes to UPS 15-10, 15-2, and Lewis
& Clark 15-2, 15-11.
Saturday's competition also
began with a loss, this time to a
pesky Lewis-Clark State team
14-16, 15-10, 15-12.
The 'Cats surged back to form
with victories over Pacific Lutheran
15-10, 15-11; Simon Fraser 15-7,
15-5; and Seattle Pacific 15-8,
15-10.
Central was knocked out of the
tourney by Eastern Division
nemesis Whitworth, 15-7,15-13.
LaFever was without the services of
outside hitter Kristin Stach, who re-

The two losses on Friday came at
the hands of host UPS, and to Lewis
Staff Writer
&
Clark (Portland), the two topAfter finishing a surprising fourth
ranked
volleyball teams in the Norin the 12-team University of Puget
thwest.
Sound Tournament last weekend,
the Wildcats come home for a wellThe Loggers of UPS are also nadeserved week off.
tionally ranked.
After dropping two of three mat"Going into the tournament seedches on Friday, the 'Cats rebounded
ed ninth, we felt anything better
to win three of five in Saturday's acthan sixth place would be p0sitive, ··
By LOREN WOHLGEMUTH

~9_n.

quired six stitches in the arch of her
foot after attempting to remove tape
following last Thursday's match
with Lewis-Clark State.
Crystal Babbitt, a junior transfer
from Battle Ground and Clark College, and Barb Crosland, a senior
from perennial state volleyball
power Columbia River in Vancouver, had goodtourneys to pick
up the slack, according to LaFever.
Brenda Moore, a ·freshman from
Eisenhower in Yakima, was present
but p~ayed "itnder the weather."
This brings up the need for
healthy athletes in the coming
weeks.
·
Due to a ridiculous schedule, 55
Please-see V-ball page 22

6 MONTHS INTEREST .·F REE·
On Selected

KELVINATOR Appliances THRU

As a qualified buyer, you'll pay no
interest on your loan balance during
the ti rst 6 months. Ask
·
salesperson for .details!
LIMITED TIME OFFER ENDS
OCT. 23, -1986! ~

O!J!J@OCRetlilUne
Aserviceof ~if!-iffi-\:1
Barclays Bank ~ ' ·
't
1

-- -

ALL APPLIANCES rN-STOCK 20% OFF
T.V.'s. VCR's, Refrigerators. Freezers, Stoves. and Microwaves
*Sale Ends October 23, 1986.

[~new WORLD VIDEO ;mj
415 N.Main

SET TO SPIKE - Central's Crystal Babbitt. (6) ge~- off the
ground as setter Cindy Pearson looks on. Plays like this earned
Babbitt "Wildcat of the Week" honors.

962-6447

We're Open 7 Days A Week

~unday-Noon

to 10 p.m., Monday-lOa.m. to 10 p.m.

T-W-Th.-lla.m. to IO p.m .. Fri. & Sat.-lOa.m. to llp.m.

FOUR SEASONS SPORTS

Get high ~n

2 No.Wenatchee Ave.

Wenatchee, Wa

PH 662-2231

STORE LIQUIDATION

The Observer,

of Wenatchee Branch Store
not drugs

Downtown Wenatchee-

HOURS
MON-SAT

ALL SALES FINAL

9:00-6:00

FINAL CLOSE OUT 10/16/86

4% LESS
WITH BANKCARDS

40% Off Retail *Storewide
BRING THIS ADD AND SAVE AN EXTRA 10°/o
Excepf 25% off Bikes--Sweats--Vuarn~ts.,

(*

MANY ITEMS AT 50% to 70% OFF
1
.

,

'

~ ~
~,

ff

(:}

_e

40% Off

a full
service
salon

50% Off

SKIS
BOOTS

SOCKS
SKI GLOVES

BIKE PARTS
TENNIS RACKETS

BINDINGS
SKI WEAR

SKI POLES
WATER SKIS

BASEBALL GLOVES AND BATS
SUMMER SHORTS AND SHIRTS

I

Look for our coupon
in your coupon book

508E. Third
962-2550·

ATHLETIC SHOES
EXERCISE EQPT
JOGGING SUITS
CROSS COUNTRY

ATHLETIC WEAR
SWIM WEAR

MUNARI SKI BOOTS
ELAN SKIS (1985-86)
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Harriers hoping to peak going into districts
ByJOELLIUM
Staff Writer

With four dual meets already
under their belt, Central
Washington's mens cross-country
team is coming along and has to be
considered one of the district's best
according to head coach Spike Arlt.
"Right now, we are playing catchup conditioning wise, because
Western and us are the last to start
school," Arlt said.
"Obviously, winning district is
our goal right now and it seems to
be a great sized one at this point
because the whole league is tougher
this .year," Arlt claimed.
This district, with Simon Fraser,
Western, and Pacific Lutheran being Central's toughest challengers,
is considered one of the nation's
toughest. The Wildcats showed last
year that they can compete with
anyone when they finished sixth in
the nation.
So far this year, the 'Cats have·
steadily improved from meet to
meet, according to Arlt. This is
beared out by the team's second
place finish at the Western
Washington Invitational on October
4.

Central's Art Clarke has consistently been the first Wildcat to
cross the finish line this year, steadily improving his time in the process.
He finish~d 10th overall at the Whit-

"Obviously, winning district is our goal right

now and it seems to

be a great sized on~.
'

because
.

the whole league is tougher this year."

-Spike· Arlt

worth Invitational, but no teani
scores were kept. At the Whitman
College Invitational, the Wildcats
finished fifth behind Eastern, WSU,
Idaho, and Gonzaga. Clarke finished 30th overall at that meet.
·
In the Simon Fraser Invitational,
Clark ended up 13th and the team
fifth.
.
Cross-country scores are kept by
adding your top five runners placement overall in a meet and the
lowest score wins.
· Though Clark is the key member
of the team, it is by no means a one
man team. Arlt boasts his largest
turnout ever with 14 runners. Arlt
said thatthe 'Cats 12thor 13th man
could be considered one of the top
five at most schools. Central's second through fifth runners have

in one of which they fielded an incomplete team.
At the Simon Fraser Invitational,
Heather Lucas was able to gain
42nd place overall and first for the
Wildcats. Kim Naught finished 64th .
and Mary Veneziani claimed 74th,
but Central was· unable to earn a
team score as the result of n9t havfug a fourth or fifth runner. . ·. ·
Central was able to field a team at
Western and barely missed second
place, falling three points behind
Western.
Once again, Lucas led the way for
the 'Cats,·finishing fifth overall and
improving her time as well. Krtstelle
Arthur finished 11th in her first
time out, and Naught (14th), Veneziani (18th), Caroline Ottow (19th),
and Collette Roddewig (20th) completed the ·W ildcat scoring.

·been a veritable grab bag this year.
Joel Czech finished 16th overall and
second on the team at Whitworth.
Other second pla~e fuiishers have
been Steve Jackson at Whitman,
Ken Rosetta at Sim~n Fraser, and at
Western, it was newcomer Chris
Both squads will be .in action this
Morton.
.Saturday at Pacific Lutheran. The
The women, on the other hand, NAIA District 1 meet takes place on
have only participated in two meets, November 1 at Simon Fraser.

·HAPPY'S MARKET
207 W. BTH AVE

\

$1.79 CHOCOLATE CHIPS
SA THER'S ® SEMI-SWEET 12 oz. PKG

7FoR

$1.00 CHOICE RAMEN

3 oz PKG $3.36 CASE

$5.99
$5.99

NOODLES

HEIDELBERG . BEER
24 PK 11 ·oz. KEG BTL

OLYMPIA BEER
24 PK 11 oz. STUBBY BTL

$2. 79 DEWEY STEVENS COOLER
4 PK. BOTTLES (NEW)

BULK FOODS SPECIAL
BANANA CHI.PS 99~ LB

REG. . $1.59

I
I
I
1
1

---------------SPECIAL
COUPON

I

THE POP SHOPPE POP

$3
59 CASE
.
•

Plus Deposit
1
24-10 oz Bottles
1
You_Must Present Coupon - Expires Oct. 18, 1986 · 1
1
i _ _ _P~c!! _G~o~ T_!ir2.u!!.h_o~. ]8.!. 1282
_ 1

au

"DQ"

IJ
,,

HAS THERE EYEI BEEN ATREAT THIS THICK?
Introducing the BLIZZARD from DAIRY QUEEN ®, the
most scrumptious treat ever! Try a BLIZZARD in our
new flavors: get a BLIZZARD made with a candy
bar, cookies, fruit- the choice is yours.
Get carried away by a BLIZZARD
soon, at a participating
DAIRY QUEEN® store near you.

WE TllEAT YOU llGHT'")
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Soccer club wins, 9-0 V - b a l l - - - - By GEORGE EDGAR
Staff Writer

The CWU soccer club takes to
the road this weekend on the
heels of an impressive 9-0
blowout of the University of
Idaho last Sunday.
Freshman forward Dan Penn
scored three goals against the
Vandals, including two in a six
goal barrage in the second half.
John Young, Scott Hanson, Dennis Gubser, . Jeff Monet, Scott
Price, and Paul Ockermna also
got in on the scoring, while
goaltenders Rick Collodi and
Mike Lee held the Vandals
scoreless.
The win evened the Wildcats'
season slate at 1-1. Central lost its
first game.to Spokane Community College, 5-1. on October r.
Head coach Geoff Davison sees
no problems in playing an assort-

district matches, but the 'Cats will
host eight of the nine, due to the fact
that Central will host the crossover
percent (fiye matches) of Central's tournament.
District 1 matches will played in the
Getting back to the healthy
~e crossover tournament.
athlete issue, imagine entering the
The. crossover tournament, held five-match ·cross0ver with two key
at Simon Fraser University, is a players out' with irijuries, or even
coaches nightmare that requires a sub-par performances from two of
team to play the five teams in the your studs.
opposite division, in the same
Dropping two or even three of
weekend.
!his_year, out of nine district- those matches could severely
counting matches, the Wildcats hamper your chances at the
have been blessed with one home playoffs.
match.
It gets better..though.
Please see V-ball page 23
Next year, Central ~a1n has nip.e

ment of opponents ranging from
junior colleges to NCAA Division
One schools.
"They're almost all clubs we
play,'' Davison explained. ''They
have no varsity squads, even
WSU. The only v~ity teams we
play are Gonzaga and Seattle U.
We also play J.C.'s like Spokane
and Green River."

Continued from page 20

· This weekend, the Wildcats
travel to the Willamette Valley to
take on both Oregon and Oregon
State. They meet the Ducks on
Saturday in Eugene before going
to Corvallis to tangle with the
Beavers on Sunday.
While most of the team will be
on the trip, Davison is leaving a
squad comprised of reser\res to
play the Ellensburg Men's Team
this Sunday on the Tor:nlinson
soccer field at noon on Sunday.

The
BUCKBOARD

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10
Dance to the

MOONLIGHTERS
1302 S. Ruby

NO COVER

. 925-9921

9:00-1:00

FREE CONSULTAT,.O.N
Are you experiencing pain from sports injuri~s? Stress
symptoms? Shoulder pain? Headaches? Back pain?
Want to get all the facts before you spend money? Call us
for a free consultation appointment today and make a
"healthy decision!"
·

Chiropractic Center
1011 N. Alder, Ellensburg·
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Maynard H. Linder.
Don Childress
Myron Linder
Sandy Linder

$ 10.00 OFF
10 gallon

962-2570
962-9796
962-2570
962-2570

,
aquarium combo .
ELLENSBURG,,,~~.,

Chiropractic: The natural health care alternative/

WORD PROCESSING-LOWEST RATES
Mail-outs, Report~, . Term Proj~cts,
Thes:e s, Resume~·~_:\.Spiral rep9.rt/
Book hi.riding, and
ecfetari
c~py service too!
CALL NOW!!
.

~

.

..

~

~ ·.

.

.

FEED & SEEO

-:.·

Offer good thrU 10/3_1/86
'.'

,,

or while supplies last
1442 Cascade Way 925-1435

:.-.-e-....
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lntramu_rals_s~t to
By GEORGE EDGAR
Staff Writer

go .v - b a l l - - - - -

scheduling format will be roundrobin and championships will be
determined by way of single
elimination tournaments in
November.
Other intramural activities will
focus on Homecoming Week (Oc- _
tober 13-18). The Turtle Races
(limited to students 21 or older)
will be held on the 15th, the
Toilet Races ar.e set for the 16th
on Chestnut Mall, and the five
· and 10 kilometer fun run will
take place downtown prior to the
Homecoming Parade on the
' 18th.
There will also be foosball tournaments and table tennis in late
October and early November.
Entries for teams wishing to
compete in football, volleyball, or
soccer must be turned in no later
than October 13th. A meeting for
team managers will be held in the
s~ on the. 14th an~ play will
start on the 15th.

Continued from .page 22

Unfortunately for LaFever, the
team is not blessed with an abundance of returning lettermen; only
four players are back from last fall,
including two seniors.
One of those seniors, Barb
Crosland, is ending her career at
Central as the only player on the
team to compete for Central for ~our
consecutive years.
With three years of college-level
experience under her jersey,
Crosland is looked upon for leadership; she is one of two captains on
the team.
With only four returnees. LaFever
had a dilemma, though the results
were admirable. if not surprising.
LaFever conducted an extremely
lmpressive recruiting effort last fall.
resulting in six junior college
transfers. one four-year college
transfer. and four high school
recruits.
Of those six JC transfers, four
1~
came from Yakima Valley College in
Yakima.
. "One of my goals in recruiting last
year was keeping the local talent
111 E. 4th 925-4444
IN STOCK
close to home,·· LaFever stated.
FULL LINE OF RIBBONS _FOR ALL TYPEWRITERS
''The Central Washington area has
LIFI'-OFF TAPES FOR ALL MODELS
a lot of quality players...
COLORED RESUME PAPER & ENVELOPES
One such player is Stach, a 5-9
MUCH MORE - STOP IN
middle
hitter out of White Swan and
WE SELL. RENT AND REPAIR TYPEWRITERS
YVC. Stach has been among the
team leaders in kills and blocks
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . throughout the season.
I wh·1
I The freshmen recruits have also
1
1
I contributed to the success of the
For those of us who might have
a little too much beer and pizza
hanging over our belts but still'
remember the glory days of high
school athletics, it's time for the
fall intramural season at Central.
Especially designed for those
who don't want to be on the
wrong end of a bone jarring
tackle or a 90 mile per hour
volleyball spike, fall intramurals
are for the average student who
wants to live out his or her sports
fantasy.
Three major sports kickoff the
fall season: flag football, soccer,
and volleyball. According to intramural director Rob Gimlin.
volleyball is expected to be the
biggest of the three, with six
leagues of eight teams each to be
formed. Football will feature four
leagues and soccer one. The

has been starting as an outside hit·
ter and has combined with Crystal
Babbitt to form an effective front
line.

At the tournament last weekend,
Dorene Simpler (5-9, Kodiak,
Alaska) and Anysia Pepper (5-11,
Anacortes) came up from the junior
varsity to add defer1sive help.
"Those girls (Pepper and Simpler)
gave us great help and at the same
time put some pressure on s0me of
the older girls for playing time, .. said
. LaFever.
Central's next action comes
tomorrow when they take on Concordia College of Portland and Seattle Pacific in a double dual in Seattle.
The Wildcats are then off to
Alaska for District 1 matches with
Alaska Pacific University in Anchorage Saturday and Sunday.
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for the summer -

Skipper' S

Has Dropped
Anchor in
E_lle11:sburg

Al~::o;i~an
For 54.29
You'll receive all the moist & flaky fish fillets. All the
crispy french fries. All the creamy coleslaw. All the hearty clam chowder.

All for One Special Price.
Every Day, All Day.
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Sat
Sun 12:25
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7:10 9:20
Mon-Thurs 7:10
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EVENINGS ONLY

Fri/Sat 7:20 9:35
Sun 7:20
Mon-Thurs 7:20
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CLASSIFIEDS---__,,_._ p

SERVICES

r e s e n t s --z--

EXPERIENCED TYPlST. Reasonable, fast, accurate, nothing
too large, small, or difficult.
Resume specialist. Bookmark
Services, across from the post office. Call 962-6609 or 968-3228.
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING
- LOW RATES - LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL. Mail-out,
Reports, Term Projects,
Resumes, Theses. Copy service
and spiral report binding service,
too! SECRETARIAL SERVICES
Ltd. "The Sign of the Swan,"
962-6378.

RELIGION
BODY AND SOUL ... Nourish
yours with worship and as guests
at a spfXial student luncheon!
Services, 10: 15; lunch, 11 :45.
First United Methodist Church,
3rd&Ruby.
PERSONAL
CAROLINE (Blonde) SURPRISE!
Pelican Pete's 3 weeks ago,
dance partner on crutches, met
in line, remember? What is your
phone number? Hope you'll contact me. Greg Castle (collect

Gift Certificates
from Ace Records

CRATE Amp from
North Pine Music Co.

TO ENTER call KCAT 963-2311

• Your 15 exposure
disc color print
film devel oped and.
printed into stan dard si ze prints

\

q.,

$2.69

Standerd Color

· --\

;

~~·=::SAdea
· .' JS,,•One size slide per order
~

-

-

41to\i,..

~\ --

[ii\• •
/ )
--~~

-

ftft•

3'°'••

Semi-studious WSM, Scorpio, into bodysurfing, Beethoven, DQ
Blizzards, see~ WSF, into same,
for quasi-intimate encounters
and beyond. If you've never answered an ad like this, please,
this is your chance. Write
"Mike," 505 N. Sampson,
925-9594.
FOR SALE
SOLAR HEAT STORAGE RODS.
"Thermal Rod 27" brand stores 3
times the heat of water. 6 feet
long x 5 inches wide. $10 or best
offer. Call Sandy at 962-9433.
SMALL CUBIC REFRIGERATOR. Asking $85 or best offer.
962-8028 after 6 p.m.

OPPORTUNiTIES
ON CAM.PUS REPRESENTATIVE: Have fun while earning top
pay. Call 1-800-932-0528.
Do you have something you want to say
with The Observer classifieds? Bring in
your written ad to our offices in Bouillon
Hall, Room 220. Student rates: $1 (prepaid) per 25 words. Business rate: $3. 75
per column inch.

• 24 eJCposure color print film developed and printed.
• C-41 process · 110, 126 or
135 size only
• Standard print

-

$3.99

Color
Repftnta
Standerd

From your favorite C..1
• process 110, 126 or 135
color negative only
One size negative only

11 . •
11\lJ:~ ~

.

334-9470) or write W.S. U. School
of Veterinary Medicine, Pullman,
WA99164.

19•e•.

N() LIMIT! USE AS MANY C()Uf)()NS AS Y()U WISH! N() LIMIT!
vvmNIGHT SEl2VIC.E! SUPEl2 OUALITY ()VEl2NIGHT S~l2VICE!
UW~
()H_IVEl2
N()
fll.M
13Ef()l2E
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TIME~"
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